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FIG. 7 The fraction of stars that host giant extrasolar planets
is plotted as a function of the stellar metallicity, from data
(their Figure 4) reported by Fischer & Valenti (2005).

& Peale, 2002).
The above discussion of resonances applies to giant

planet systems discovered via radial velocity surveys.
The period ratios observed in multiple planet Kepler
systems show a subtle, but even more intriguing struc-
ture. Most Kepler multiple systems are non-resonant,
but there is a significant excess of pairs that are just
outside first order MMRs such as the 2:1 and 3:2 (Fab-
rycky et al., 2014). This result is not easy to interpret, as
it seems to imply simultaneously that these planets are
influenced by resonant e↵ects while avoiding the large-
scale trapping into resonance that would be the simplest
prediction of gas disk migration models. The short as-
sembly time scale of planets in close-in orbits means that
the e↵ects of gas disk migration are likely significant, and
hence one idea is that a higher fraction of primordial res-
onances has been subsequently disrupted. A broad range
of theoretical ideas have been studied, but there is no
consensus as to the most important physical processes
responsible for the observed Kepler systems. Paper that
discuss various aspects of the problem include Petrovich,
Malhotra & Tremaine (2013), Goldreich & Schlichting
(2014), Hands, Alexander & Dehnen (2014), Chatterjee
& Ford (2015), Pu & Wu (2015) and Coleman & Nelson
(2016).

3. Host properties

The dependence of giant planet frequency with stel-
lar metallicity is shown in Figure 7, using data from the
paper by Fischer & Valenti (2005). A strong trend is ev-
ident. Changes in metallicity of a factor of a few lead to
large variations in the incidence of detected giant plan-
ets. This is not surprising. Within the core accretion
model for giant planet formation, a prerequisite for form-
ing a gas giant is the ability to assemble a solid core of
5 � 10 M� during the few million year lifetime of the
gas disk, and this is evidently easier to fulfill if the total

inventory of disk solids is boosted. The same is not true
of lower mass planets. Sousa et al. (2008) found that
the abundance of Neptune analogs is not a strong func-
tion of host metallicity, and Everett et al. (2013), and
other groups, find that the same is true of the smaller
planets in the Kepler sample. These results suggest that
even if critical stages of planet formation — such as the
formation of planetesimals — require threshold levels of
metallicity (as suggested by, e.g., Johansen, Youdin &
Mac Low, 2009), it is still possible for stars with moder-
ately sub-Solar metallicity to form systems of lower-mass
planets.
The frequency of relatively close-in planets has been

measured as a function of stellar type from Kepler data.
Howard et al. (2012) find that planets with radii of 2 �
4 R� are substantially (by a factor of 7) more abundant
around the coolest stars (T ' 4000 K) than around stars
with T ' 7000 K. I am not aware of a simple explanation
for this trend.
Kepler data has also identified a small number of cir-

cumbinary planets (Doyle et al., 2011; Welsh et al., 2012),
whose properties are consistent with low mass gas giants.
Estimates suggest that of the order of 1% of tight bina-
ries have such gas giants in almost coplanar orbits, so
these are not particularly rare systems. They are par-
ticularly interesting for planet formation because grav-
itational perturbations from the binary would have in-
creased the collision velocities of planetesimals above the
values seen around single stars, making it harder for cores
to grow in situ (Lines et al., 2014, and references therein).

4. Planetary structure

Empirical determination of the planetary mass-radius
relation (from a combination of transit measurements of
the radius, and radial velocity or TTV determinations of
the mass) provides a test of models for planetary struc-
ture. To leading order the expectation for gas giants
is that the mass-radius relation ought to be flat, with
Rp ' RJ being a decent approximation for sub-Jovian to
several Jupiter mass planets. Actual transit data, how-
ever, shows that hot Jupiter radii scatter substantially
above and below the expected values. The undersized
gas giants are interesting, but pose no special theoreti-
cal conundrum. To first order, the radius of a gas giant
of a given mass varies with the total mass of heavy ele-
ments it contains5; hence a plausible explanation for any
small planet is that it has an above-average heavy ele-
ment content. The measured radius of the Saturn mass
planet orbiting HD 149026, for example, is generally in-
terpreted as providing evidence for approximately 70M�

5 Whether those heavy elements are distributed evenly within the
planet or concentrated at the center in a core also a↵ects the
radius, but at a more subtle level.
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Colloquium Questions

1.Could we find hidden exoplanets in observational data for 
detection of other phenomena? Given the scarcity of telescope 
time, can we “kill two birds with one stone.” 

2.Given the accuracy of methods like those presented, how far 
away from automated exoplanet detection are we?

Pulsar timing!



Colloquium Questions

What limits are established for direct imaging of exoplanet 
systems? Are the main limits distance to the target system being 
observed, or how bright the host star is, etc.? 

F R O M  C O S M I C  B I R T H  T O  L I V I N G  E A R T H S
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Field Infrared Survey Telescope/Astrophysics Focused Telescope Assets 
(WFIRST/AFTA) observatory, planned for launch early in the next decade. 
WFIRST/AFTA will provide a statistical census of planets in outer orbits 
(mostly beyond the outer edge of the habitable zone), with sensitivity 

Figure 3-6: Direct imaging contrast capabilities of current and future instrumentation. Shown 
are the 5-! contrast limits after post-processing one hour’s worth of data for various coronagraph 
instruments. As can be seen in the plot, there are roughly three groupings of curves: 1) state-of-the 
art instruments in the early 2010s, as represented by Keck near-IRC2, the Palomar Well-Corrected 
Subaperture, and VLT-NaCo; 2) newly operational state-of-the-art instruments, represented by P1640, 
GPI, and VLTI-SPHERE; and 3) future extremely large telescopes, represented by TMT PFI and E-ELT 
EPICS. The contrast curves for JWST NIRCam and Hubble/ACS are shown for reference. On the top 
right of the figure are plotted the K-band contrasts of some of the giant exoplanets imaged to date. 
In the lower part of the figure are plotted our Solar System planets as they would appear in reflected 
light around a Sun-like star at a distance of 10 pc. The left side of the plot shows the corresponding 
RMS wavefront error for a coronagraph using a 64 ! 64 element deformable mirror. The region above 
the solid red line would be probed by HDST. The gray region in the lower left of the figure shows the 
predicted locus of terrestrial habitable zone planets for F-G-K (Solar-like) stars. Figure and caption 
adapted from Lawson et al. (2012), Mawet et al. (2012), and Stapelfeldt (private comm. 2015).
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Colloquium Questions

If we are able to detect 
only a small portion of 
planets with the 
methods currently 
available to us, then 
how are we assured 
that our understanding 
of planet populations 
for the purposes of 
modeling are accurate?
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Figure 8. Probability of injecting a planet at a given period in log space using the period ratio model, normalized to 1 injection
per system. Red dots indicate currently known planet or planet candidate periods, with relative marker size scaled to correspond
to planet radius. The planets are predicted most often to exist in period ratio gaps & 3, or exterior to the outermost known
planet. With long gaps in the period ratio, the likelihood of inserting just one planet in that gap using this model is low
compared to an exterior insertion, but inserting multiple planets there is more likely.



Colloquium Questions
My main question concerns how the statistical sampling pool could affect the results of 
DYNAMITE searches. Could there be a sampling bias in the detections of known exoplanets 
that create the trends in planet size, orbital spacing, and other parameters in the “peas in a 
pod” regime of detections? While I had been thinking about this over the weekend, I actually 
ran across this article this morning that goes along with my line of thinking, I think:

Figure 2. The ⌫2 Lupi planets in the context of other known transiting exoplanets. Data on
known exoplanets were taken from NASA Exoplanet Archive (https://exoplanetarchive.ipac.
caltech.edu/) on 18 February 2021. We only considered planets with radius uncertainties less than 20%
here. a, V -magnitude versus orbital period. b, Planetary radius versus stellar irradiation for planets with
radii below 4 R�. The background colors describe the density of data points, from yellow for empty regions
of the diagram to violet for densely-populated ones. c, Mass-radius diagram for the planets in this sample
that also have mass uncertainties less than 20%. The dashed lines show theoretical mass-radius curves for
some idealized compositions30. d, For the same subset of planets, the transmission spectroscopy metric of
ref. 29 is shown as a function of equilibrium temperature (computed assuming an efficient heat redistribution
and a null Bond Albedo). The size of the symbols is proportional to the host star effective temperature.
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Delrez et al. (2021)





(see next slide 
for derivation)









Orbital Elements

(Ecliptic plane)

Descending node

e, a, i, Ω, ω, f uniquely 
specify the location of the 

orbiting object


